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Red Machine 0
Egloshayle Park FC 3

Possession: 43 - 57 (41-59) 
Chances: 6 - 6 (2-2) 
Home - Man Of The Match - Away 
Neal Stamford  Kevin Banshee Hewitt

Egloshayle Park completed the double 
over the league champions with an 
impressive 3-0 victory at the Red 
Cauldron.

Alan Shearer put the visitors on their way 
after good work from Kinglsey Rickard 
created an opening for the young striker 
to score after seven minutes. This was 
closely followed by a second just four 
minutes later when Svensson put Rickard 
through to put Park 2-0 up in a first half 
that saw the visitors edge possession.

Influential players Theo Walcott and 
Rickard had early exits through injury 
and the champions pushed hard to get 
back into the game but it was to no avail. 

With the home side pushing forward it 
was Park who made it 3-0 when Matt 
Oakleys corner was converted by Paul 
Rowe to put the visitors in second place, 
leapfrogging their hosts.

Park Boss Plays Down Vital 
Win
Getting hold of Park boss these days is 
difficult, hes such a popular guy but we 
managed to catch a few words. 

I asked him “Youre back in the title race 
now yes?” to which he replied. “The 
doors still open but we all need to catch 
Raiders if thats going to happen, theyre 
looking good, but yes, todays result was 
excellent. Not bad for a ‘Cup’ side with 
bad away form” said the really funny 
handsome boss. Surely a swipe at todays 
opposite number Couch, some wont get 
it, but I certainly did, damn this guys so 
clever.

I then asked him how he approaches 
the next game against the leaders. “The 
same as any other, we are in good form 
and at home, but Raiders are so far 
ahead they can afford to lose and still 

Park knock
in three away at 
the league champions but
Raiders extend lead

Goal machine Jasper
Tete makes it eight,
this time past DBTT
keeper.

Down Under And Out
are crowned LS Cup
champions beating
Hell Hounds 2-1

More Premiership News Inside . . .

Parks Paul Rowe celebrates their 3rd goal 
and the final nail in the coffin for Machine

Champs Crushed 
As Raiders 
Storm Ahead

The Leagues best (well . . . only) magazine is back after technical problems at the LS HQ (should have turned it off and on again)
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be comfortable, we will do our best and 
I am sure other teams will be secretly 
hoping for a Park win, not because I am 
amazingly gorgeous, they all love me 
and I have a bigger cock than Deck, 
but because it will keep the league race 
interesting” he said. And how right he is, 
I overheard other fellow male married 
reporters leave the interview muttering 
“no wonder my wife wants him and not 
me, i dont blame her, i’d wank him off”.
  

Munroe Helps 
Raiders Extend 
Their Lead

Irish Raiders 1
The Rising Deck 0

Possession: 44 - 56 (51-49) 
Chances: 4 - 4 (3-1) 
Home - Man Of The Match - Away 
Marshall Bushell  Ally Kazam

With other results going their way 
the Irish Raiders managed to extend 
their lead at the top of the table to an 
impressive nine six points with this hard-
fought 1-0 victory over The Rising Deck 
to plonk the visitors at the foot of the 
table.

In a first half just edged by the leaders 
it was Kit Munroe who managed the all 
important statistic, the eventual match 
winner, in the 24th minute after slotting 
home from a Gary Fortune through ball.

The visitors upped their game in the 
second half and had a goal disallowed 
(VIP bias no doubt ;-) but their 
efforts came to no avail and they find 
themselves with a fight for survival as the 
leaders and Garrihys impressive rise to 
fortune continues.

How long will it last?

The luck of the Irish was again with the 
Raiders today in a not so convincing 1-0 
win.

“We struggled today during periods of the 
game and to be honest we didnt deserve 
all 3 points. The away side came here 

today and gave up a good fight and even 
had a goal marked down in the second 
half. You do need luck to win a title and 
we got it today. Im sure we will need it 
again. With the top four playing each 
other next week there could be a very 
different look on the title next week. Yes 
we are 6 points clear but we are just over 
half way there. The game against Egg 
Shell next week is probably our biggest 
so far this season looking at the table 
now as we are both the teams in form.”

“Its great to be back and I have missed 
the fun of the league big cocks, small 
cocks, northerners and southerners. We 
are back. Happy new year to all and good 
luck for the rest of the season.  
 

All Square In 
Northern Bruiser 

Down Under And Out 1
Temple Town 1

Possession: 50 - 50 (52-48) 
Chances: 5 - 3 (4-0) 
Home - Man Of The Match - Away 
Olívio Bonilha  Hank Whitbread

It ended all square at Down Under And 
Out as fellow Northern visitors fought 
hard for a well deserved 1-1 draw.

It all started well for DUAO with Ben 
Windsor scoring from a Payton Whiteside 
corner after just five minutes play. The 
home side dominated the first half with 
chances but failed to capitalise on their 
1-0 lead.

Ironically it was an early second half 
goal, this time from the visitors, which 
eventually secured a point for Temple 
Town. Franklin Leaver rose highest in 
the box to head home a Hayden Rowson 
corner.

In a hard fought encounter DUAO had 
Vinnie Steele injured and Joe Teale sent 
off which leaves coach Wookie with e 
squad dilemma ahead of Sundays Cup-
Final second leg.

DUAO Midfield 
Hammered

The clash of the two 
mighty Northern Teams left DUAO with 
two of the best midfielders out for the 
next game, ouch!!
A tough game saw very few chances and 
resulted in a hard fought draw.

Both managers shook hands at the end 
of the game, but the problems for DUAO 
team were etched all over his face.

Rumour has it Rising Deck is coming to 
the smoke to see the big boys!? Or is it to 
visit the local houses of sin? 

Luckless DUAO

After their back to back matches with 
Temple Town, DUAO have managed to 
walk away with just one point from 6, but 
more importantly they have picked up 
3 injuries and a red card and now face 
the second leg of the Cup Final with a 
severely depleted side. We caught up 
with Wookie for his comments on the 
crisis.

“Temple Town appear to have caused 
us one or two problems this season. 
Tactically we had things right and should 
have picked up all 6 points from the two 
encounters, but footballs a funny game. 
We can’t think of anyone else who we 
rather see pick points off us, however 
were now left dangerously close to being 
dragged into a premiership survival 
dogfight and we face a challenging Cup 
Final without key players. Sunday will 
tell what the real damage has been 
from these past two encounters. I’m 
hoping our bad luck has come to an end 
and I’ll be keeping everything crossed 
and praying to any deity I can find in 
anticipation”

 

Premiership Round-Up
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Robinson ‘Annes’ 
Destroyers A Lifeline

The Dark Destroyers 1
Perry Men FC 0

Possession: 49 - 51 (48-52) 
Chances: 3 - 5 (1-2) 
Home - Man Of The Match - Away 
Frankensteins Monster  Rufus 
Lawrence

The Dark Destroyers leapfrogged over 
their visitors and consequently out of 
the relegation zone with a 1-0 win at the 
Theatre Of Doom.

In an extremely close 90 minutes with 
the Perry Men just edging the play on 
possession and chances it was the home 
side that grabbed the vital three points in 
the six-pointer (work that one out).

Anne Robinson headed in a 38th minute 
Sid Vicious corner to leave Cheiftan 
celebrating and Fletch comisserating.

New year’s dark days ahead

The Perry Men got off to a flyer this year 
with a stunning 1 - 0 defeat agianst fellow 
division strugglers, The Dark Destroyers. 
Gary Lineker was ready and willing to talk 
to reporters at the end of the game. ‘It’s 
a disgrace, we dominated possession 

and had the greater 
chances, clearly we are 
all disappointed after 
foregoing the usual 
Christmas festivities for extra training 
sessions. The gaffer said it would pay 
off but he clearly doesn’t know what he’s 
talking about. It’s back to snowballs and 
mince pies for me next year I don’t care 
what Mr McFletch has to say about it.’ 
Harsh words from Ol’ Big ears, lets see if 
his outburst leads to any repercussions.

Premiership Round-Up

The FIFTY (Well . . seven) Hottest WAGS of 2008
In the run-up to the end of the season we will be counting down the top seven hottest WAGS of 2008 as voted by the Guardian.

7. Oksana Andersson
Born in Russia and raised in Sweden, according to her website Oksana spent a couple of years with the “international famous pop 
group Sunblock.” Following this exposure, her “career increased in every direction,” and before long she found occasional Bolton 
midfielder Christian Wilhelmsson jumping on her bandwagon
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Late Tete Makes 
It Eight In Eight

Down By The Trent 2
Essex Wanderers 2

Possession: 49 - 51 (50-50) 
Chances: 7 - 7 (2-2) 
Home - Man Of The Match - Away 
Zacharias Barkworth  Alfie Horridge 
 
Goal machine Jasper Tete made it an 
astonishing eight goals in eight games as 
his 90th minute strike rescued a point for 
the leaders.

You couldnt get much more of an even 
game at City Ground if you tried. The 
leaders were the first to show with Otis 
Hoyte heading in a Brent Manger corner 
after just eight minutes play.

Trent managed an equaliser just five 
minutes before the break when Larry 
Mercer put Ronnie Bergman through to 
make it 1-1.

With the game heading for a 1-1 
stalemate the home side then threatened  
to upset the leaders when Zacharias 
Barkworths pinpoint cross was headed 

in at the back post by James Hoper with 
just 5 minutes left on the clock.

With just second left on the clock it was 
left to the leagues top scorer to salvage a 
point as his 90th minute long range effort 
ensured Essex stayed in top spot.  

Lamego’s Late 
Show Puts Wazzy 
Second

FC Wazzy 2
Sexual Ealing FC 1

Possession: 53 - 47 (52-48) 
Chances: 4 - 4 (1-2) 
Home - Man Of The Match - Away 
Terrence Crooks  Gerardo Raposo

FC Wazzy edged past Sexual Ealing 
in this closely fought battle at the Back 
Garden to get back into the promotion 
places for a step up the the Premiership.

Terrence Crooks corner caused confusion 
in the Ealing defence and Bonaventure 
Libih capitalised to give the home side a 
1-0 lead after 21 minutes.

In an equally tight second half Ealing 
pushed for an equaliser and must have  
thought they grabbed a point when Roger 
Diflofs 83rd minute direct free-kick flew 
past Wazzys keeper. With the game 
drawing to a close either side could have 
snatched it but it was left to another 
corner. This time Hayden Bubb crossed 
for Rodrigo Lamego to head home an all 
important winner for Wazzy and grab all 
three vital points.

Hounds In Form For 
The Cup

Hell Hounds 2
Super Blues 0

Possession: 58 - 42 (55-45) 
Chances: 6 - 2 (2-1) 
Home - Man Of The Match - Away 
Bill Westcroft  Martin Reuser

Matt Roses Hell Hounds were simply too 
strong for Darren Rices Super Blues at 
The Den as the home side will go into 
Sundays cup-final following a 2-0 victory.

The visitors kept their hosts at bay for 
nearly the entire first half but a 44th 
minute freekick found the target from Bill 
Westcroft.

Any hope of a comeback was dead and 
buried just 22 minutes from time when 
Westcroft turned provider, this time 
setting up Jude Attenborough to make it 
2-0 to the Hounds and win the match.
  

Division One Round-Up

Its Tete once again grabbing the headlines 
in Division One - He cant stop scoring
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Westcountry 
Wanderers 
Wondering What 
Went Wong

Wellington Wanderers 3
Westcountry Wanderers 0

Possession: 50 - 50 (49-51) 
Chances: 7 - 4 (4-2) 
Home - Man Of The Match - Away 
Ruben Benavent  Cliff Hedger

High-flyers Westcountry Wanderers 
were dealt a heavy blow from Division 

one strugglers Wellington Wanderers by 
losing 3-0.

There was nothing to choose between 
these teams in terms of possession but it 
was the home side that created the more 
chances and ended up easy winners.

Jeremie Gibson set up Phillip Plummer 
for an early 9th minute opener and 
seven minutes later he added a his 
and Wellingtons second after being put 
through by Ruben Benavent.

It was all over on the hour when Linford 
Harwoods 60th minute freekick flew 
directly past the Westcountry keeper to 
give Wellington a 3-0 victory and hope 
of avoiding the wooden spoon in season 
five.

New Year New Hope

A win against against the other 
Wanderers in the league has provided 
Eggmofo with some new hope for the 
new year. After such a dreadful season 
all hopes for promotion have faded but 
now our team are playing for pride, it 
also gives us a chance to blood some 
youngsters.  

Division One Round-Up

Comedy Corner
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DBTT has been hit by a 
366,000 econ fine by the 
local health and safety 
department due to their 
finding of rats in the kitchen. 
The only comment from sources within 
DBTT was that Pearl Kittow had been put 
on “gardening leave”

Meanwhile it has since been reported 
that Pearl (being typically thick for one 
of that family) mis-interpreted the term 
“gardening leave” and has reportedly 
been seen pissing in “The Back Garden” 
home of the Wazza’s muttering through 
her clattering false teeth “this’ll clear the 
frost”.

For those of you up north wandering who 
Pearl Kittow is LOOK AT EVERYONE 
AROUND YOU!

Mystery
this week’s match against 
the ‘Sex might be a doubt 
unless the a mystery can be 
solved. Head groundsman, 
Mo Milorn, has reported the 
appearance of a rather large yellow patch 
in the middle of the pitch. Carbon dating 
of blades of grass dates the origin of the 
colourisation to the day DBTT boss Phillip 
Percy Jory was last seen walking the 
local streets with what locals called, “His 
new bit of MILF!”. One even overheard 
them discusing a PEARL. Is she due for 
a “special” necklace??

Unwanted Xmas Gift 
free to a Fat Fuck
Sad to see that Santa gave 
Bold Blackpool Freak ‘Ian 
Holloway’ a tight fitting 
Jacket for Crimbo. Funny 
though to see it give him 
soo much agony that he threw it down on 
the touchline in a ‘teasy tantrum’ during 
their cup thrashing. Spoilt C**T !
The Mighty Greens are in the 4th round 
draw.
Paul Mariner will be thinking of 1978 all 
over again !

MM
;)

Happy New Year to 
one and all
‘The Perry Men look forward 
to securing premiership 
survival starting with a win 
against the Dark Destroyers 
on Thursday.’ said the ever 
optimistic McFletch. ‘The players have 
been in extra training over the festive 
period and hope to capitalise on the over 
indulgence the other players are bound to 
have participated in’ The casual observer 
may question whether the Perry Men, 
who were unable to beat the Destroyers 
at home, will be able to travel and get 
a rare away win. All will be revealed on 
Thursday as battle commences once 
again.

Queer
DBTT manager Phil Jory 
was in jovial mood today 
after his sides draw with the 
Essexites commenting “that 
Titch Mitch reckons he’s a 
popular guy, well he’s one letter incorrect 
namely an “a” for the “u” the GAY. He 
talks of a “swipe” at Couch more like a 
“wipe” of his arse. Aaah it’s great to be 
back slagging off the tiny one and, oh 
yeah, my lads almost snuck a win against 
the top dogs. Meanwhile bring on West 
Brom tomorrow, lets see if these Forest 
boys are the real deal.”

And indeed........
...........they are. Apart from 
a nervy 10-15 minutes after 
their goal Forest were by far 
the better side and quoting 
ceefax (the oracle no less!) 
Forest “eased” to victory.

Oh I do like to be beside the seaside
Oh I do like to be beside the sea
Oh I do like to walk along the prom, prom, 
prom
While the band are playing “fuck off West 
Brom”

Sea sea, seasiders!
You may like the seaside but 
we fucked the forest on the 
prom, prom, prom! 0 v 1!

Other News

Financial Turmoil 
At The Trent
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A former manager has 
published an autobiography, 
which includes anecdotes 
about how Hank Whitbread 
is lazy and has a bad 
attitude. 
This makes Hank Whitbread angry, 
and he becomes fired up and eager to 
disprove the opinion. As a result, he 
works extra hard in training, and gains 
some form. So ready to take on anyone 
now!

Currently TT manager is holidaying in 
Basle, so he will not be present at the 
WW game!

The Zoro will still 
play
During training, Marcos 
Cañas takes a full-blooded 
clearance straight in the 
face, breaking his nose. 
However, Marcos Cañas is 
hard as nails, and asks the team doctor 
for a protective mask so that he can keep 
playing. He misses the rest of the training 
session but will be able to play in the next 
match with his usual confidence.

Proud Tango man
And yes you have every 
right to be proud TT as your 
orange clad girls were the 
last team (bar Blackburn 
in the league cup) to beat 
Forest albeit luckilly according to the 
twangy sounding Holloway - fair play 
though you got the ball in the net, we 
didn’t.

But where has it gone wrong since? - 
although I hear you were a tad unlucky at 
Cardiff on Sat. In fact the aforementioned 

Holloway made a great comment that the 
Cardiff fans need to “take a reality check” 
after booing their team off despite being 
in 4th position. Fair comment indeed! 

Happy New Year ... 
C**Ts
New Year, Same Fucking 
(Goal)Scoring Problems !
When we did eventually 
score it was fucking 
disallowed ! Fuck It !!!!
It’s true i may be heading to the ‘Big 
Smoke’ for an important meeting with 
the ‘Magic Circle’ but it’s ‘The Pink Clam’ 
that i may visit as well so lock up you’re 
daughters ! (Only if they’re old enough, 
i’m not a fucking molester !)
A Visit to The Anchor may be on the 
cards for some Mead (Mighty Sharps Ale 
there ? eh Hewey ?)

Happy New Year To You All
MM
;)

Woody not 
Rudy
By the way if any of you 
thought you saw Rudolph 
on Christmas Eve you were 
probably pissed as it was 
me with my very shiny red 
Helmet at the far end of my Massive 
Cock. Many Hoe Hoe Hoe wanted it up 
em !

MM
;)

 Ealing beat Red 
Machine in friendly
Ealing manager was over 
the moon with yesterdays 
4-3 victory over a weakened 
Red Machine team. But 
to put 4 goals past a 
premiership team is a good effort. It 
was a big turn around from the weeks 
before lame effort against Wazzy. Now 
that all bar 1 player are at the 100% 
match experience for the season, it’s all 
about keeping their aerage form up & the 
change report will hopefully be kind.

Other News

Anger In The 
Ranks Of TT

Some space . . . an arse

*Please note ‘Some space . . . an arse’ is not in the LS 
Magazine schedule and may not appear in future editions
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DUAO Take Cup 
From Brave Hounds

Hell Hounds 1
Down Under And Out 0

Possession: 55 - 45 (60-40) 
Chances: 3 - 0 (2-0) 
Home - Man Of The Match - Away 
Agron Behari  Chesley Gellar 
 
Down Under And Out were crowned Cup 
champions this week by beating Hell 
Hounds 2-1 on aggregate although losing 
the second leg 1-0.

DUAO are the only the 3rd LS team to lift 
the trophy after Parks 3 year dominance. 
Although Hounds put up a brave fight, 
Wookie and his men have deserved their 
first trophy in the top flight after beating 

the Cup holders Park and League 
champions Red Machine enroute.

Hell Hounds outplayed their visitors in the 
second leg and Bill Westcrofts direct free-
kick after 25 minutes ensured managers 
and spectators were kept on the edge 
of their seat until the final whistle at The 
Den.

Hounds can take great pride in being the 
only Division One side to make it to the 
final and narrowly losing 2-1. Although it 
is Wookie and his Down Under And Out 
team who will rightly take the plaudits by 
ensuring his team did enough over the 
2 legs to bring the Trophy to the Wookie 
Hole.

DUAO Crowned 
Season 5 Cup 
Champions!!!
For a team in the making, the DUAO Cup 
campaign has showed a glimpse of what 
glory awaits them when this young side 
eventually comes of age. In a campaign 
which saw them knock out premiership 
champions the Red Machine, triple Cup 
winners Egloshayle Park and in the final 
beat Hell Hounds, a side who, on paper, 
field the strongest of both leagues. DUAO 
clearly didn’t have an easy run through 
the Cup and injuries almost derailed their 
campaign at several key points, but the 
team pulled together to overcome the 
odds and are deserved holders of the 
silverware in their trophy cabinet.

We caught up with a jubilant Wookie for 
his thoughts on the match

“Although we went into the second leg 
with a 2-0 lead we were by no means 
home and dry. Due to injuries I had 
difficulty selecting a side that I thought 
could contend out there today, but I 
worried needlessly, as the lads played 
magnificently and defended well. After 
we went 1-0 down in the first half, I had 
my heart in my mouth for the rest of the 
game, it wasn’t a pretty show today but 
sometimes you have to play gritty football 
and grind out the results you need. The 
lads deserve a few days off the celebrate 
and then they are back into training as 
we still have to secure our premiership 
place for next season and that starts on 
Thursday with a home tie against the Red 
Machine. “
 
 

The LS Cup Final Report

Down Under And Out skipper 
Steven Simons lifts the LS Cup aloft
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Week 8 Results
The Dark Destroyers 1 - 0 (1 - 0) The Perry Men
Down Under And Out 1 - 1 (1 - 0) Temple Town
Irish Raiders 1 - 0 (1 - 0) The Rising Deck
Red Machine FC 0 - 3 (0 - 2) Egloshayle Park FC

Xpert 11 - Team Of The Week
K Rickard - Egloshayle Park FC
Ben Windsor - Down Under And Out
Anders Svensson - Egloshayle Park FC
Inácio Sanches - Red Machine FC
Horace Logan - Red Machine FC
M Bushell - Irish Raiders
Ally Kazam - The Rising Deck
Neal Stamford - Red Machine FC
S Di Cintio - Red Machine FC
Rufus Lawrence (C) - The Perry Men
F Monster - The Dark Destr...
   
Manager - CMitch Egloshayle Park FC 
  
Top Scorers:
1 Kingsley Rickard F Egloshayle Park FC 6
2 Acácio Coutinho F Red Machine FC 5
3 Kit Munroe F Irish Raiders 4
4 Ben Windsor F Down Under And Out 3
 Diddy Hamilton MF Egloshayle Park FC 3
 Gary Fortune MF Irish Raiders 3
 Justin Bolam F Red Machine FC 3
 Wayne Manger F Down Under And Out 3
 Narciso Campelo MF The Perry Men 3

Week 9 Fixtures
Down Under And Out - Red Machine FC
The Rising Deck - The Perry Men
Egloshayle Park FC - Irish Raiders
Temple Town - The Dark Destroyers

One To Watch
Down Under And Out - Temple Town

LS Prediction:

Premiership Table P W D L Diff Pts
Irish Raiders 8 6 1 1 8 19
Egloshayle Park FC 8 4 1 3 6 13
Red Machine FC 8 4 1 3 4 13
Down Under And Out 8 3 4 1 4 13
Temple Town 8 2 4 2 1 10
The Dark Destroyers 8 2 2 4 -7 8
The Perry Men 8 1 3 4 -7 6
The Rising Deck 8 2 0 6 -9 6

Week 8 Results
FC Wazzy 2 - 1 (1 - 0) Sexual Ealing FC
Hell Hounds 2 - 0 (1 - 0) Super Blues
Wellington Wanderers 3 - 0 (2 - 0) WestcountryWanderers
Down by the Trent 2 - 2 (1 - 1) Essex Wanderers

Xpert 11 - Team Of The Week
C Pemberton - Hell Hounds
J McGibbon - Hell Hounds
Bill Westcroft - Hell Hounds
Z Barkworth - Down by the Trent
Terrence Crooks (C) - FC Wazzy
Alfie Horridge - Essex Wanderers
Agron Behari - Hell Hounds
Mikey Grainger - Down by the Trent
Hayden Bubb - FC Wazzy
Benedict Bayley - FC Wazzy
Patrick Koob - Hell Hounds
   
Manager - Eggmofo Wellington Wand... 
  
Top Scorers:
1 Jasper Tete F Essex Wanderers 8
2 Harold Sully MF Essex Wanderers 6
3 Randall Blackburn F FC Wazzy 4
 Rodrigo Lamego MF FC Wazzy 4
5 Bill Westcroft MF Hell Hounds 3
 Phillip Plummer F Wellington Wanderers 3
 Jean J Mbappé Leppé F WestcountryWanderers 3
 Marcos Cañas F Sexual Ealing FC 3
 Les Yallop F Wellington Wanderers 3
 Ethan Page F FC Wazzy 3
 Ronnie Bergman F Down by the Trent 3

Week 9 Fixtures
Sexual Ealing FC - Hell Hounds
Essex Wanderers - Super Blues
WestcountryWanderers - Down by the Trent
FC Wazzy - Wellington Wanderers

One To Watch
Down Under And Out - Temple Town

LS Prediction:

Premiership Table P W D L Diff Pts
Essex Wanderers 8 5 2 1 9 17
FC Wazzy 8 5 1 2 4 16
WestcountryWanderers 8 4 2 2 -1 14
Hell Hounds 8 3 2 3 2 11
Down by the Trent 8 3 1 4 -2 10
Super Blues 8 3 0 5 -7 9
Sexual Ealing FC 8 2 1 5 -2 7
Wellington Wanderers 8 2 1 5 -3 7

Premiership Stats Division One Stats


